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The Orca Search is a self-spidering site search engine written in PHP and using MySQL to index data. There are many times it is necessary to generate a
spidering crawl for a website; there are hundreds of web search spiders available on the net, but the spinner is built as a self-spidering site engine so that
there is little maintenance required. The script can: - Self-update its database of indexed pages when downloaded - Spider pages in an orderly, sequential,
text-based, crawl - Use a spidering log file to keep track of pages visited - Allow recursive indexing of subdirectories if required Note: The Orca Search is
a full-text search, rather than an index-word search; this provides a few key benefits such as: complete language independence, fast spidering and highly

accurate searching. However, as a result of this design, the script will only usefully scale to sites with 1,000 ~ 2,000 pages. Decent spider crawl and search
return times have been reported for indexes with up to 10,000 pages, but such results are not typical. Here are some key features of "Orca Search": ￭ Easy

setup: Run your control panel in seconds, your first spider in minutes ￭ Automatic site spidering - self updating database Better searching algorithm -
search for phrases, important and negative matches, even by indexed filetype ￭ Searches in: Page text, Title, Keywords, and URIs Full UTF-8 searching
support Optional Latin accent matching (eg. "a" will match "�" and "�") Search text captured from PDFs, JPEGs and more with an extensible plugin

interface ￭ Keeps a log of search queries made Search caching to decrease processor load Easy to use control panel GUI Multiple output formats:
(X)HTML, RSS 2.0, or make your own! Can use the search database to generate a Google ￭ Sitemap Can output a compressed Javascript version of the
engine for use with offline mirrors Don't have a server? Try LAMP and try our free version: This site uses as their CDN. If you find any issues with the

scripts or would like to see something added to the script, please contact me, and I will do my best to add your feature request. 激活�
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The search engine is an extension to Orca CMS, a content management system platform for small to large businesses. Orca CMS offers a sophisticated
way of managing websites, with easy to use controls for the content of websites and a robust back-end with a built in administrative panel. Content

uploaded through the site's admin panel can be easily stored in a database and searchable by a visitors. With the Orca Search Product Key extension you
can build a website on an existing website platform, and search on it. If you would like to use the Orca CMS for your content management solution, visit:
Orca Search Features: ￭ Searching: To make any site searchable, simply create a search category for the categories of pages your site has. You can define
a search view for each category of page and search across all pages or search just the indexed pages in a category. An advanced search view can be used to
add a search filter, text range, indexed filetype or even an ORCA filter. ￭ Language: You can choose any language to use. Searching doesn't need to be in
English, so you can save money by indexing different languages. ￭ Back end: The orca search engine can be completely self-contained. The search engine
can be completely integrated into the database allowing it to self maintain and upgrade itself without manual intervention. ￭ Control Panel: A control panel

is included which allows you to choose the category of pages to index, define a site spidering schedule, configure search index settings and access
statistics. ￭ Site Promotion: Because orca search is a self contained search engine, it can be used to promote a site via search engine friendly pages. ￭

Administration: The orca search engine is set up to be completely intergrated with your orca cms database. You can easily add and remove search
categories and search views and also easily make them searchable. You can also easily add or remove categories and views from your orca cms database. ￭
Usability: The orca search engine is designed to be intuitive and user friendly. A control panel includes a clean user interface for initial configuration and

control of the engine, searchable pages and categories. More advanced options such as search filters, text ranges and ORCA full text engines are also
included. ￭ Customization: With the addition of additional search filters 09e8f5149f
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The Orca Search script is a full-text search engine for indexing pages and sites. With Orca Search you can run fast and accurate spidering and subsequent
search queries on up to 10,000 pages. The engine uses a high-performance memory database for speedy building of page indexes, and then index-words
are concatenated and run through fuzzy searches. The result is as simple as presenting the index-words, or as complex as capturing search results as a
single PHP array variable which can be run through a suitable query or scraping script. It can be applied to any site, and even scrapes pages from PDFs or
images or captures from links provided. Orca Search is not a page-by-page spinner: to achieve proper search results you want to spider and index a large
number of pages. It can be thought of as a front-end to your search engine in the sense that it will result in a search that presents to you your results.
Hence, for smaller sites it is advised to use the "headless" or basic version of the script. The supported options (parsers) for Orca Search are: ￭ ATOM --
provides details on all available pages, specifying the dates of posting, for each page. ￭ ModX -- provides a view of the site as a dot-accessible graph. ￭
Index My Page -- provides the XML for an entire site as opposed to a single page index. Orca Search does not self-spin: it requires manual intervention via
the control panel to begin spidering a site. This means the Orca Search requires attention to be paid by a knowledgeable user to optimize and manage the
script's search indexing. One is free to use this script: you need to login to the control panel to modify the API and search options. It is designed to be as
transparent as possible, with options to select what results you want indexed. Each page can be locked from indexing, and there are options to make each
page unindexable by the site owner. Upgrades are possible. Orca Search has a clean and simple control panel. A list of databases, spiders, queries,
checkboxes and "hide" or lock options is displayed on the main page. When spidering a site, the pages are scraped in a preferred order, so the spiders are
run for each site as the spidering order is selected. One is able to spider the site quickly in as little as

What's New in the?

Orca Search is a very high performance (4-5x faster than Google) Full-Text search engine based on Yahoo's Alphabet Soup and Perl principles. It's is very
easy to setup and has a great intuitive interface with options to personalise the search and display results. Orca Search is designed to be easily customised
to fit your requirements: from the underlying database schema, through to the source code. You can add modules and plugins to extend its capabilities, and
can also mix and match any of the available interfaces. It is easily configurable and your control panel will be up and running within seconds. The Orca
Search control panel gives you an overview of the status of the engine, allows you to make queries and schedule new spiders for any pages. Orca Search
has a spidering module that automatically updates the index from any change on the server. This allows you to have an up to date and accurate index with
no intervention from you. Spidering means a new copy of the engine is built for each page, so you will be able to browse results faster. Orca Search has a
control panel that allows you to configure the engine, including restricting access to various areas of the site. It also allows you to set custom text from any
filetype, and can even capture text from a PDF or JPEG and search it. The Orca Search control panel will give you an overview of what pages you have
indexed, the search cache and it is easily configurable to allow you to edit the indexing settings and search settings. The control panel will even show you a
list of your most popular searches. Orca Search will index from RSS and XML feeds. You can add your own text to the search by entering a formula in the
Text box. Any text in the URL (subject of the page) and search box can be captured. The search can be boosted using a variety of filters including: case
sensitivity, length, stop words, frequency of searches, exact phrases, occurrences and date. To aid search accuracy the engine will try to detect the term
you are looking for and capture it. To capture your personal favourites, you can access the settings area in the control panel and set a custom search.
Compatible with the standard Perl modules Text::CSV, Text::CSV_XS, Text::CSV_XS_Fast, IO::Uncompress::Gunzip and CGI::Session Copyright ©
2006-2009 - Howard Butler All Perl code is
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System Requirements For Orca Search:

To play this game you need a good TV with video card 1080p or above. The graphics in the game are not optimized for 1080p screens, and will look pretty
bad. How to install the game: The Steam version of S.T.A.L.K.E.R. is here: You can find a download link for the last version here:
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